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Life Staging®- a collaborative and 
co-creative model enriching and uniting 
us as human beings (Riga SU 2022) 
■ Elisabet Wollsen

Abstract 

Superv1s1on can be perforrned. described. and named 

1n rnany ways and words. 1 see superv1s1on as 1ts own 

subJect, an anist1c one, and the superv1sor thereby rnore 

hke an "a1 tist1c leader". The one who c,eates and ma1n

;a1ns a safe place and su ucture 111v1t1ng supe1visees to 

collaborate and act1vate each one·s unique "a1 t1st1 y". The 

superv1s1011 models and methods I offer vary {clrawing, 

phliosoph1cal cafe, v1llage council and mo1e) while the 

overall 1deas are ihe same: systemic, narra\lve. ane! a1 tis

tic. ln congruence w1th this approach, believing creative 

ancl collaborative rnodels and processes a1 e i)est uncler

stooci 111 p1·act1ce. 1 cl1ose to do a "t1y out vvorkshop" ane! 

dernor'strm1011 of one of my rnodels L'fe Stag1ng® su-
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perv1s1on. wh1ch I demonstrated at 111y workshop in R1ga 

th1s last summer. For ethical reasons ane! conf1clent1ality, 

1 will g1ve no detalis about vvhat the pa1 t1c1pants chose to 

cove!' dunng the workshops. lnstead, 1 w1II concentrnte 

th1s article on my supervision approach 111 general, ane! 

more specif1cally on Life Staging® supervis1on ancl tl1e 

steps in this process. Hanclouts. to read more about the 

moclel, were available for the parucipants at the work

shop aftervvards. 

My supervision approach 

Supervision practices 

Ali clinical work is guided by some theories from which 

we draw conclusions, including how to interpret and ex

plain problems. persona! characteristics, and phenomena. 

What we bring with us to our professional life determines 

what we see, don't see, what we pay attention to, ways 

of speaking and acting, how we meet with others, i.e .. 

how we perform our profession. Starting off with some 

core values and overall perspectives. followed by more 

specific theories. models. and languages. serving as 

guidelines and an ethical stance. A preference and filter/ 

perspective, we never can avoid. We are also influenced 

by the broader, preferred societal "storytelling" existing 

in the specific culture at a given time, such as which the

ories, models, values and norms gets validated by those 

in power to formulate them. Like for example, what is to 

be considered professional or unprofessional, skillful or 

ignorant within the framework of e.g. therapy, social work 

and supervision in a particular context and time. 

1 believe many different arenas and arrangements in 

supervision are needed. Not "one kind," or more of the 

same kind - as is often the case in contemporary domi

nated supervision and teaching formats offering mostly 

verbally oriented models and methods reflecting a similar 

"understanding" in the specific professional culture. 1 



want to add supervision formats where the non-verbal is 

given more space, training in improvisation and interacti

ons skills: enhancing the ability to be more present in the 

moment and grounded. 

Why have I chosen this view on supervision? Because 1 

personally trust more in congruent, transparent. present 

and persona! professionals who can improvise, speak 

different "languages" and have a sense of humor. And 

having fun together is a great act of resilience tool 

What is my supervision approach suggesting? 

The aim of my supeNision approach is to liberate, em

power and bring to life each person's unique personality, 

richness of color and co-creative ability. By the same 

time, 1 want to focus on the universal of us alias human 

beings: Grasp the "magical", artistic and aesthetic in the 

clinical work {and life}. Working with images, systemic 

and dynamic sculptures in action opens to experience 

something different. 1 will invite group members to take 

physical action in co-creating series of visual and dynamic 

three-dimensional scenes/pictures of e.g., a "dilemma", 

accompanied by voices from the participants on their ex

periences partaking in the different changing scenes. The 

focus is on the here-and-now; the seeing, hearing and 

body sensations and experience of spatiality. Everyone's 

contribution counts, there is no way to do or be either 

right or wrong. 

From an (initially) ignorant position we can challenge our 

perspectives and prejudices, thereby embracing more of 

the complexity of human life. The format can be descri

bed as a journey from a "one perspective statement" 

to an organic movement holding more dimensions, 

leading to richer stories and descriptions of people and 

phenomena. The approach challenges norms and values 

not in concordance with the person's own intentions in 

life. lt invites to a joyful and emotional exploration in a 

collaborative and dynamic way adding new perspectives, 

experiences, and stories to the scene {life) of each other. 

Accordingly, it avoids explanatory models that too fast di

rects towards some already taken-for-granted knowledge 

that is kidnapping us in wanting something fit to our {or 

someone else's) already prescribed model. 

The process is transformative, and is activating know

ledge, emotions and skills that were always there - but 

often silenced. "When the words are not in the way", 

what's there to see, feel and hear? - And thereby, to 

know? 

How to do Life Staging®? 

The instructions are few and simple. lmplementing the 

approach though, is about courage, daring to challenge 

what's ta ken for granted, choosing the inner stance of 

"not-knowing" and being willing to change and being 

transformed ... and immersing oneself in play! 

The position of the supervisor 

The role of the supervisor is to secure, structure and acti

vate, providing a "safe place," lead the group through the 

process by repeating the simple questions and instructi

ons'. and making clear what is expected of the supervi

sees. The structure has a predictable frame, but is free in 

relation to the content. Since no one knows what will be 

presented, how participants will react or what will come 

out of the process. the supervisor must be confident in 

the face of the unpredictable. The supervisor also needs 

to remain quite indifferent to what's happening, and the

reby contributing to the process being performance- and 

prestige-free, and as minimally judgmental as possible. 

The primary task is to "activate", e.g., by challenging and 

stimulating, and to remain in the narrative and artistic 

language {usage). 
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The supervision process 

The model has three phases: The Staging, The Narrative 

interview and Resonance/Transport. 

To avoid the habitua/ seeing and thinking that we "know 

what's there ". the sculpting process starts up without 

anv verbal information from the one who wants to work. 

The one who wants to do a staging process. is here 

called "the stager". 

The stager might be a group leader looking at a group, 

with focus on a special moment or e.g., a conflict, a 

family- or couple therapist staging an earlier or upcoming 

meeting, a boss staging a situation with the staff etc. 

More abstract can the staging explore an inner or outer 

dilemma, ambivalence around taking certain steps, diffe

rent aspects of a value conflict, or investigate how guilt 

intervenes with a special relation etc. 

1. "The Staging" starts with the stager creating a physi

cal "sculpture/image" choosing the other participants

as representatives of persons, feelings etc. and pla

cing them in relation to each other in the scene. in

cluding one representing the stager. Without words,

the stager shows what the representatives shall look

like, gestures. mimic, position etc.

1 then back off with the stager and ask the stager to have 

a look from a distance. -ls this ok, or do you want to 

correct something? Which is often the case. When done, 

the stager says, "l'm ready". Thereafter instructions to 

the figures in the scene comes from me: 

• Remain in the picture for 5-6 seconds and whoever

wants to do something after that, does it - without

words!
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